
Japan Facts
Japan is an island country on the Asian continent. More

exactly, Japan is an archipelago or chain of islands along

the eastern coast of Asia, reaching from the northern

coast of Russia to the South East China Sea. Japan is

located in eastern Asia.

The Japanese islands consist of 4 main islands and many

of smaller isles. In total there are over 6,800 islands! The

largest of the four major islands is Honshu, which is also

the seventh largest island in the world.

The biggest cities in Japan are Tokyo, Yokohama, Osaka

and Nagoya.

The highest mountain in Japan is Mount Fuji, a dormant

(sleeping) volcano, which last erupted in 1707. Mount Fuji

is 3,776 meters/ 12,388 feet high.

Japan lies on the Pacific 'Ring of Fire', a chain of

volcanoes which are responsible for the most dramatic

volcanic outbreaks and tsunamis in the recent years. In

Japan, there are more than 108 active volcanos. Japan

records the most earthquakes in the world every year.

Read our Pacific Ocean here.



Japan Facts
Japan is one of the most densely populated countries in

the world. About one third of the population live in and

around Tokyo and the central plains of Honshu. Most

people (over 90%) live in urban areas.

Japan is the oldest monarchy in the world and has an

emperor. Naruhito, the reigning emperor is Japan's 126th

emperor, in Japanese called 'tenno'. The emperor's wife

is Empress Masako. The imperial palace is in Tokyo and

this is the main residence of the imperial family.

The crown is usually handed down from father to his

son or grandson. Naruhito was crowned in May 2019,

after his father, Emperor Akihito, stepped down.

Japanese, or Nihongo, is spoken by about 128 million

people worldwide. The Japanese language is complex,

but there are no singular and plural forms and there is

no gender form (as in French, Spanish or German) and

no articles are used. There are only 48 sounds so it is

relatively easy to learn to speak.

Modern Japanese is written in a mixture of three basic

scripts: Kanji — which are Chinese ideographic symbols 

— as well as Hiragana and Katakana — two phonetic

alphabets (syllables). There are a few thousand Kanji

characters, while Hiragana and Katakana have 46 each.
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The Japanese school holidays are much shorter than in most

countries around the world, and even during holidays and

on weekends, many Japanese students go to school for club

activities or extra lessons.

Japanese celebrate many festivals, among them is the

popular Spring Season Celebration of Spring flowers and

cherry blossoms. The Gion Matsuri in July is celebrated in

Kyoto when the Japanese people dress in traditional

kimonos.

Japan is the third largest economy in the world after the

USA and China. The country however, has no natural energy

resources and is the world's largest importer of oil, coal and

liquefied natural gas. Japan was badly affected by the

Fukushima nuclear plant disaster in 2011, there are many

coal plants currently under construction in Japan.

The main trading partners of Japan are the USA, China,

South Korea and Australia. The main export products of

Japan are known for the production of motor vehicles,

electronics, robotics and mobile games. Some of the biggest

companies in Japan are Toyota, Mitsubishi, Honda and Sony.

The unemployment rate in Japan is very low, but still more

than 15% of the Japanese population live under very poor

conditions.
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Japan has one of the largest thermal regions in the

world. Many popular hot springs are to be found on the

southwestern side of Japan. The hot springs are called

'onsen'. 

Diverse species of animals can be found in Japan, the

most common animals are snow monkeys (Japanese

macaques), deer, flying squirrels, wild cats and bears.

There are about 160 species of wild animals, 700 species

of birds and 32 000 insect species in Japan.

The Japanese love plants and they even have an art form

of arranging flowers which is called 'ikebana'. This

artform is known worldwide for its special way of

showcasing the beauty of the flowers in the 

 arrangement. Another art form involving plants is the

art of growing bonsai trees. Growing these miniature

trees is a common hobby in Japan. Pine, maple, cherry

and plum trees are the most popular trees used for this

art of cutting back and trimming. The mini trees are

kept small and healthy but in a similar shape as their

counterpart in nature

The Japanese diet is definitely known throughout the

world as being one of the healthiest diets. With

traditional diets staples that include rice, fish, and

vegetables, people in Japan tend to eat less fatty foods

richer in vitamins and minerals. Their diet is one of the

factors to the long life expectancy in Japan.
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